Global transcriptome investigations often result in the detection of an enormous number of transcripts composed of non-co-linear sequence fragments. Such 'aberrant' transcript products may arise from post-transcriptional events or genetic rearrangements, or may otherwise be false positives (sequencing/alignment errors or in vitro artifacts). Moreover, post-transcriptionally non-co-linear ('PtNcl') transcripts can arise from trans-splicing or back-splicing in cis (to generate so-called 'circular RNA'). Here, we collected previously-predicted human non-co-linear RNA candidates, and designed a validation procedure integrating in silico filters with multiple experimental validation steps to examine their authenticity. We showed that >50% of the tested candidates were in vitro artifacts, even though some had been previously validated by RT-PCR. After excluding the possibility of genetic rearrangements, we distinguished between trans-spliced and circular RNAs, and confirmed that these two splicing forms can share the same non-co-linear junction. Importantly, the experimentally-confirmed PtNcl RNA events and their corresponding PtNcl splicing types (i.e. trans-splicing, circular RNA, or both sharing the same junction) were all expressed in rhesus macaque, and some were even expressed in mouse. Our study thus describes an essential procedure for confirming PtNcl transcripts, and provides further insight into the evolutionary role of PtNcl RNA events, opening up this important, but understudied, class of post-transcriptional events for comprehensive characterization.
INTRODUCTION
Of the post-transcriptional events, non-co-linear (designated as 'PtNcl') transcripts are a relatively less investigated class, which consist of sequence segments that are topologically inconsistent with their corresponding DNA sequences in the reference genome (1) . PtNcl transcripts can arise from trans-splicing or back-splicing in cis. The former joins exons from two or more separate precursor mRNAs (pre-mRNAs) originating from the same gene (intragenic trans-splicing) or two or more different genes (intergenic trans-splicing) (2, 3) , whereas the latter joins exons within a single pre-mRNA, thereby forming circular RNAs in which the exon order is a circular permutation of that encoded by the corresponding genomic sequence (4, 5) . Transspliced RNAs have been shown to be associated with antiapoptotic roles (1, 6, 7) and prostate cancer (1, 8) . We recently reported the important role of trans-splicing in pluripotency maintenance of human embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (9) . On the other hand, circular RNAs have been reported to be ubiquitous throughout Eukaryotes (10) (11) (12) . They may be important in the regulation of micro RNA activity, suggesting they play a role in neurological disorders and brain tumor development (13) (14) (15) . Analysis of gene expression data suggested that over 1% of all human genes may be involved in the formation of non-co-linear RNAs (16) . The EN-CODE project further revealed that ∼65% of their tested genes may contribute to non-co-linear transcripts (1, 17) . The emergence of next-generation sequencing has enabled the development of several RNA-seq-based bioinformatics methods for global investigation of transcriptomes (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , which have resulted in the detection of hundreds to thousands of non-co-linear transcript candidates in various species (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) .
Identification of PtNcl transcripts is often severely hampered by false positives arising from sequencing errors, alignment errors, genetic rearrangements and experimental artifacts (27, 30, 35, 36) . Almost no overlap was observed between non-co-linear RNA candidates obtained using different tools, suggesting that the majority of ab initio pre-dicted non-co-linear RNAs are likely to be false positives (22, (37) (38) (39) . In particular, template switching events, which are experimental artifacts generated during reverse transcription (RT) and frequently emerge in cDNA products (40, 41) , have been reported to be the most significant challenge in the detection of PtNcl transcripts (9, 27, 41) . For example, a prominent study using hybrid mRNAs (i.e. Drosophila melanogaster females versus Drosophila sechellia males) demonstrated that experimental artifacts are the predominant source of the observed non-co-linear RNA products (27) . However, it would be impossible to apply such a system to humans. It should be noted that in vitro artifacts, such as those arising from template switching events, do not occur completely stochastically; as such, these artifacts cannot be easily eliminated by increasing the primer annealing temperature during RT (9,41) (which was earlier suggested to suppress the occurrence of template switching (40, 42) ) or controlling for the depth of supported RNAseq reads (9, 27) . Furthermore, we previously demonstrated that preparation of two independent cDNA datasets by RT-PCR with the same RTase was also insufficient to filter out template switching events (9) . Therefore, although a dramatic (and increasing) number of non-co-linear RNA products have been detected in human, only a few PtNcl transcripts have been verified or well-documented to date. It is thus imperative to develop an effective procedure to screen for false positives among nominated nonco-linear RNAs. Moreover, genetic rearrangements can also form non-co-linear RNAs (1, 35, 43) , and these are not easily distinguished from PtNcl transcripts. If the detected non-co-linear transcript candidates are confirmed to be post-transcriptionally generated in vivo, a further challenge emerges in discriminating between trans-spliced and circular RNAs.
To address these obstacles, we collected non-co-linear RNA candidates from several well-known datasets, and designed a pipeline integrating in silico filters with multiple experimental validation steps to further eliminate false positives (including alignment errors and experimental artifacts), and to distinguish between trans-spliced RNAs and circular RNAs. We then asked the following questions: (1) What is the proportion of in vitro artifacts in the previously-nominated non-co-linear RNA candidates? (2) Which of the experimentally-verified PtNcl RNA events are spliced in trans (trans-spliced RNAs) and which in cis (circular RNAs)? (3) Are the PtNcl RNA events evolutionarily conserved? (4) Do trans-spliced and circular RNAs share the same non-co-linear junction site? (5) If so, are the PtNcl splicing forms (i.e. trans-splicing, circular RNA or both sharing the same junction) evolutionarily conserved? Our results revealed that over 50% of the experimentallytested non-co-linear RNA candidates were RT artifacts, even though some of these had been previously reported to pass preliminarily experimental validations. After excluding the possibility of genetic rearrangements, we further distinguished between trans-spliced and circular RNAs, and found that these two splicing types can share the same nonco-linear junction sites. Through comparative analysis of multiple ESC lines of human, rhesus macaque and mouse, we confirmed that six PtNcl RNA events were conserved across primates and four were even conserved across mammals. Importantly, the corresponding PtNcl splicing types (trans-splicing RNA, circular RNA or both types sharing the same junction) of all of these events were also conserved across species, further supporting their potential biological significance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data retrieval and availability
The non-co-linear RNA candidates were collected from four well-known datasets: that of Li et al. (44) , ChimerDB 2.0 (25) (http://ercsb.ewha.ac.kr/fusiongene), ChiTaRS (43) (http://chitars.bioinfo.cnio.es/) and the PTES dataset (34) . The human genomic sequences (hg19 or GRCh37) were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser at http:// genome.ucsc.edu/. The BLAT package was downloaded from the Ensembl Genome Browser at http://www.ensembl. org/. The 40 non-co-linear RNA candidates extracted by our in silico filters (see Figure 1 ) are shown in Supplementary Dataset S1. The RT-PCR/qRT-PCR primers used in this study are listed in Supplementary Dataset S2. The exome sequence data generated by this study have been deposited into the National Center Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive, under accession number SRR1284284.
Removing possible co-linear RNA events from the collected non-co-linear RNA candidates Different BLAT parameters may generate different alignment results; therefore, the use of BLAT-alignments with a single set of parameters is insufficient to detect all possible co-linear explanations of an expressed sequence (EST/mRNA/RNA-seq). As such, we aligned the extracted candidates (Figure 1 ) against the reference genome with two sets of BLAT parameters: (1) −stepSize = 5 and −repMatch = 2253 (default parameters of the Web-based version of BLAT); and (2) −stepSize = 11 and −repMatch = 1024 (default parameters of the stand-alone version of BLAT). A candidate was not considered if it exhibited an alternative co-linear explanation within a single gene in any one of the two BLAT alignments.
RNA extraction and RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted using TRI reagent (Ambion) according to the manufacturer's instructions, and treated with DNase I to remove genomic DNA contamination. The cDNA libraries generated using MMLV-derived RTase (Superscript III, Invitrogen) and AMV-derived RTase (Promega) were primed with random hexamers, and reverse transcribed at 50
• C for 2 h in buffers provided by the manufacturers. Random hexamer primers consist of a mixture of oligonucleotides, which represent all possible combinations of hexamer sequences; therefore, random hexamers can recognize all sequences, including any given region of PtNcl transcripts. PtNcl transcripts may arise from either trans-spliced isoforms with poly-A tails or cis-spliced circular isoforms without poly-A tails; random hexamer primers were used in order to simultaneously prime both types of PtNcl transcripts, without requiring prior knowledge of 
Probe generation and RNase protection assay
In accordance with the instructions provided for the MAXIscript In Vitro Transcription Kit (Ambion), cDNA fragments containing chimeric junctions for probe synthesis were tagged with SP6-(antisense strand) and T7-(sense strand) targeting sequences by PCR. SP6 or T7 polymerase was added to generate 32 P-UTP labeled antisense transcripts or non-labeled sense transcripts, respectively. The 32 P-UTP labeled antisense transcripts were used as protective probes in RNase protection assay (RPA). RPA was performed using the RPA III kit (Ambion). In brief, 10 g total RNA and 100 ng antisense probes were hybridized at 56
• C for 16 h, and non-hybridized fragments were then digested by RNase A and T1. The protected fragments were separated on a 5% denaturing (8 M Urea) polyacrylamide gel, and signals were developed by exposure on X-OMAT blue films (Kodak).
Embryonic stem cell culture and normal human adult tissues
To generate feeder cells to support ESCs, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Level), 1× non-essential amino acids (NEAA, Invitrogen), and 2 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen), and treated with Mitomycin C. All primate ESCs (human: NTU1, H1, H9 (WiCell Bank); rhesus macaque: ORMES6, ORMES8) were grown on Mitomycin C-treated MEF feeders (2 × 10 4 cells/cm 2 ) in DMEM/F12 media plus 20% Knockout Serum Replacement (Invitrogen) and 4 ng/ml bFGF (Sigma-Aldrich). Primate ESC colonies were manually expanded to new feeder cells every four days (9, 45) . Mouse ESC D3 and K1 derived from C57BL/6 × ICR embryos were cultured in DMEM containing 15% FBS (level), 1x NEAA, 2 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen) and 103 units/ml of leukemia inhibitory factor (Millipore) on Mitomycin C-treated MEF feeders (5 × 10 4 cells/cm 2 ). Mouse ESCs were expanded to new feeder cells with 0.1% trypsin treatment every three days. Total RNA samples from normal human adult tissues (brain, breast, colon, heart, kidney, liver, lung, muscle, pancreas and testis) were purchased from BioChain, and treated with DNase I to remove possible genomic contamination.
Tagging template switching events
To generate sequence-verified DNA templates, the 3 partner genes of PtNcl transcripts were amplified from cDNA libraries and cloned into vector pCMV-Tag 4B, in which the FLAG sequence is fused to the 3 terminus of the partner gene. The FLAG-tagged RNAs were then transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase. Since high copies of a single transcript may induce template switching, we diluted (1:1000) the in vitro transcripts (41) within human ESC total RNA, to (i) Detection of template switching events using tagged 3 partner genes of PtNcl candidates in RT. (A) Procedure by which RT template switching events were identified in tagged transcripts. Total RNA from human ESCs were mixed with FLAG-tagged 3 partner genes of the PtNcl candidates and reversely transcribed from the FLAG sequence (FLAG-primed RT). In the absence of a template switching event, FLAG-primed RT will generate a colinear cDNA from the FLAG-tagged transcript. In contrast, FLAG-primed RT will generate a non-co-linear RT cDNA following a template switching event. (B-C) PCR detection of (B) MMLV-/AMV-RTase-dependent (seven cases) and (C) RTase-independent (six cases) non-co-linear RNA candidates following FLAG-primed RT. mimic the endogenous concentration of spliced transcripts and (ii) ensure that template switching was not induced by high concentrations of tagged RNA transcripts. Finally, reverse transcription was performed from the FLAG adaptor using AMV-and MMLV-derived RTases. The template switching experiments were repeated three times. Mixtures containing the same number of tagged mRNA transcripts were used for both the RT-dependent and RT-independent samples.
RNase R treatment
DNase-treated total RNA (2 g) or purified mRNA (100 ng) were incubated for 30 min at 37
• C with or without RNase R (3U/g, Epicentre Biotechnologies). RNA was subsequently purified by phenol-chloroform extraction, reverse transcribed with the indicated RTases according to the manufacturer's protocol, and used as template in PCR and qRT-PCR.
Purification of mRNAs from total RNA
The mRNAs were purified using the Oligotex mRNA Min Kit (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer's instructions. After DNase treatment, 20 g of total RNA were heated at 70
• C for 3 min to disrupt RNA secondary structure; the RNA was then incubated with Oligotex suspension at 30
• C for 10 min. Oligotex-bound mRNAs were then centrifuged, washed and eluted with buffers provided in the kit.
RESULTS
Extraction of experimentally-verifiable non-co-linear RNA candidates
To determine the authenticity of previously-nominated non-co-linear RNA candidates in human, we first collected non-co-linear RNA candidates from four well-known datasets: that of Li et al. (44) , ChimerDB 2.0 (25), ChiTaRS (43) and the post-transcriptional exon shuffling (PTES) dataset (34) . These candidates were derived from varied types of expressed data. The PTES dataset was derived from RNA-seq reads, including long Roche 454 reads and short Illumina reads. The other three datasets were initially predicted based on EST/mRNA sequences, which were gathered from a wide variety of samples. The candidates within the ChimerDB 2.0 and ChiTaRS datasets were also inferred from RNA-seq reads. For accuracy, different in silico filters were applied to different datasets according to the available information. As shown in Figure 1 , the candidates selected from these four datasets must be supported by >3 ESTs (for the Li dataset), both ESTs/mRNAs and RNAseq data (for the ChimerDB 2.0 and ChiTaRS datasets) or RT-PCR experimental validation (for the PTES dataset). It should be noted that a non-co-linear RNA candidate may be misidentified due to gene duplications in the genome. To minimize such false positive events, we aligned the candidates against the reference genome with two different sets of BLAT parameters ('Materials and Methods' section). We eliminated all candidates with alternative co-linear expla-nations in one or both BLAT alignments. Next, we filtered out the non-co-linear RNA candidates containing short homologous sequences (SHSs) or gaps at non-co-linear junction sites, because such candidates were likely to be artifacts arising from temple switching (9, 27) . The ChiTaRS and PTES datasets provide information on expression levels and primer sequences, respectively; as such, we exploited this information to further increase the verifiability of the non-co-linear RNA candidates by selecting only those ChiTaRS candidates with a high expression level (RPKM > 1) (43) and PTES candidates with available primer information (34) . After the multiple in silico screening steps, the number of candidates was dramatically reduced from >40 000 to 40 ( Figure 1 ). Considering potential tissue-/samplespecificity, we performed RT-PCR with MMLV (Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus)-and AMV (Avian Myeloblastosis Virus)-derived RTase with primers against these 40 candidates in multiple tissues/cell lines, including 10 normal human tissues and one human ESC line, H9 ('Materials and Methods' section). Candidates detected by at least one of these two types of RTase-based experiments were defined as experimentally-verifiable PtNcl candidates. In this way, we extracted 13 experimentally-verifiable PtNcl candidates ( Figure 1 ) and subjected them to the analyses and validations described below. As these 13 candidates were readily detected in multiple tissues/cell lines (Figure 2 ), they are highly unlikely to have arisen from genetic rearrangement events.
Over 50% of experimentally-verifiable candidates are in vitro artifacts
We proceeded to determine whether the 13 experimentallyverifiable PtNcl candidates were truly generated in vivo. According to the findings of the RTase-based experiments, the 13 PtNcl candidates can be classified into three groups: AMV-RTase-dependent candidates (i.e. RHOA-RHOC, FLJ39739-PDE4DIP and PDE4DIP-FLJ39739; Figure  2A ), MMLV-RTase-dependent candidates (i.e. CNTNL E5-E3, PHC3 E6-E5, RERE E3-E3 and CDYL E4-E4; Figure  2B ) and RTase-independent candidates (i.e. LARP1B E4-E2, UBAP2 E10-E5, C19orf2 E10-E3, CDR1as, MAN1A2 E5-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3; Figure 2C ). RTase-dependent candidates were specifically detected in experiments using the indicated RTase, whereas RTase-independent candidates were detected in both types of RTase experiment. We suspected that the seven AMV-or MMLV-RTasedependent candidates have been RT-based artifacts. To control for such artifacts, we subjected the 13 candidates to the RNase protection assay (RPA; 'Materials and Methods' section), a non-RTase-based assay (46), using total RNA from human H9 ESCs. RPA directly detects nonco-linear RNA products using complementary probes, as only the RNA duplex of true PtNcl-probe hybrids are protected from RNase A and RNase T1 degradation. In other words, RT-based artifact probes would be degraded in this assay, as no authentic PtNcl RNA products would form a RNA duplex with the probes. We observed that the probes of the seven RTase-dependent candidates were degraded (Supplementary Figures S1A and B) , whereas those of the six RTase-independent ones were not ( Supplementary Figure S1C) . Sequence chromatograms of amplicons containing non-co-linear junctions and their corresponding flanking sequences for the six RTase-independent candidates are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 and Table S1 . These experiments thus confirm that the RTase-dependent RNA products are indeed RT-based artifacts, indicating that the examined non-co-linear datasets exhibit a high false positive rate (53.8%). This result also confirms that comparing the products of different RTases is effective at confirming the authenticity of PtNcl RNA events.
It has been previously reported that spurious splicing frequently arises from template switching by RT (41) . We therefore designed an experiment to determine whether the detected RT-based artifacts arose from template switching events ('Materials and Methods' section). As RT processes from the 3 to 5 terminus of RNA, we cloned the 3 partner gene (with a FLAG tag at its 3 -most exon) into an expression vector (e.g. pre-mRNA-B in Figure 3A) . The expression vector was then transcribed in vitro to generate an RNA product carrying a FLAG-tag ( Figure 3A ). The tagged transcript was mixed with total RNA from human ESCs at a low molar ratio (1:1000), to serve as templates for RT and prevent template switching induced by the presence of high copies of a single transcript (41) . The mixture was then reverse transcribed from the FLAG sequence using both AMV-and MMLV-based RTases. FLAG-primed RT should only generate cDNA from our FLAG-tagged transcripts, and therefore, any PtNcl RNA candidates detected using FLAG-primed RT will be a consequence of template switching events ( Figure 3A) . Indeed, we observed that AMV-and MMLV-RTase-dependent transcripts were specifically induced by their corresponding RTase ( Figure  3B ), whereas the RTase-independent candidates were induced by neither RTase ( Figure 3C ). Crucially, we excluded the possibility that the FLAG sequence induced template switching by performing FLAG-primed RT-PCR in the absence of FLAG-tagged transcripts ( Figure 3B ). No PtNcl events were detected under such conditions, indicating that the FLAG sequence did not induce template switching events. For example, the AMV-RTase-dependent PtNcl event, AU126261 RHOA-RHOC, was only detected when using FLAG-tagged transcripts as template in AMV-based FLAG-primed RT-PCR. Taken together, we have demonstrated that the seven RTase-dependent candidates were RT artifacts arising from template switching events, while the six RTase-independent cases are genuine PtNcl RNA events.
Trans-spliced and circular RNAs can share the same non-colinear junction sites
We subsequently investigated whether the observed PtNcl transcripts arose from trans-splicing or back-splicing in cis (circular RNAs); in addition, we asked whether it is possible for trans-spliced and circular RNAs to share the same non-co-linear junction sites. To answer these questions, we treated total RNA from human ESCs with RNase R, which degrades linear RNA with free terminal ends. Circular RNAs, which have no free terminal ends, are resistant to RNase R degradation ('Materials and Methods' section). Subsequent RT-PCR and qRT-PCR showed that C19orf2 E10-E3 and UBAP2 E10-E5 were degraded by RNase R treatment, while the other four transcripts (CDR1as, LARP1B E4-E2, MAN1A2 E5-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3) were unaffected ( Figures 4A and 5B) . These results indicate that the latter are circular RNAs, whereas C19orf2 E10-E3 and UBAP2 E10-E5 are not. However, it remains possible that these four circular RNA events share non-co-linear junction sites with trans-splicing events. We proceeded to perform qRT-PCR analyses of the six PtNcl RNA events using purified mRNAs with poly-A tails as template; we detected signals for all PtNcl RNA events except for CDR1as ( Figure 4C ). Potential contamination by circular RNAs upon purification was prevented, as purified mRNAs are degraded by RNase R treatment. These results indicate that CDR1as RNA exists in a circular, but not trans-spliced, form in human ESCs. On the other hand, LARP1B E4-E2, MAN1A2 E5-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3 can exist as both circular ( Figure 4A and B) and poly-A tailed RNAs ( Figure 4C ), indicating that these two PtNcl splicing types (i.e. trans-spliced and circular RNAs) can share the same non-co-linear junction sites. Therefore, the observed PtNcl events may manifest as (1) trans-spliced RNAs only (i.e. C19orf2 E10-E3 and UBAP2 E10-E5); (2) both transspliced and circular RNAs (i.e. LARP1B E4-E2, MAN1A2 E5-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3); or (3) circular RNAs only (i.e. CDR1as). Of note, the splicing types of the six PtNcl RNA events were readily observed in multiple human ESC lines (H1, H9 and NTU1; Figure 4A -C), indicating that these PtNcl RNA events were not generated by chance. This also implies that these events may play a role in the biological processes associated with human pluripotent stem cells.
The PtNcl RNA events and their splicing types are evolutionarily conserved
As conservation of exonic structures across species is often believed to imply conservation of biological function, we examined whether the six confirmed PtNcl RNA events are also present in non-human mammals. Through comparative analysis of human, rhesus macaque and mouse ESCs, we observed that all six PtNcl RNA events were RTaseindependent in rhesus macaque ESCs, and four of these events (LARP1B E4-E2, C19orf2 E10-E3, MAN1A2 E5-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3) were RTase-independent in mouse ESCs. The identity of the non-co-linear junction sites was validated by sequencing the RT-PCR amplicons ( Figure  5A ). These results demonstrate that the studied PtNcl RNA events are also present in non-human mammals. Interestingly, UBAP2 E10-E5 and CDR1as were observed in human and rhesus macaque but not in mouse, suggesting that they may be primate-specific PtNcl RNA events. Next, we examined the splicing types of the PtNcl RNA events (i.e. transsplicing, circular RNA or both sharing the same junction) in rhesus macaque and mouse ESCs, using the same validation steps described above (i.e. RNase R treatment and mRNA purification; see also Figure 4 ). We observed that these PtNcl RNA events in both rhesus macaque and mouse ESCs exhibited the same PtNcl splicing types ( Figure 5B-F) as in human ESCs (Figure 4A-C) . Importantly, the splicing types of the four mammalian PtNcl RNA events and two primate-specific PtNcl RNA events were observed in multiple ESC lines of rhesus macaque (ORMES6 and ORMES8) and mouse (D3 and K1) ( Figure 5B-F) . The observed evolutionary conservation of these PtNcl RNA events and their corresponding splicing types in multiple ESC lines of human, rhesus macaque and mouse indicate that these events may play an important role in primate/mammalian ESCs.
DISCUSSION
Reverse transcriptases can be error prone, and frequently generate splicing artifacts in vitro (40, 41, 47) . It remains a considerable challenge to systematically eliminate such RTbased artifacts while detecting non-co-linear RNAs. Although a considerable number of non-co-linear candidates have been identified in the human, mouse, fly and rice transcriptomes (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (33) (34) (35) 44, 48) , control experiments to effectively eliminate potential in vitro artifacts were not performed. Several studies have made use of certain preliminary screens to eliminate apparent false positives from the identified non-co-linear RNA candidates. For example, an integrative approach based on the comparison of different types of expressed sequence data has been used to dramatically filter out false positives (>95% of the total candidates) (9, 30) . In addition, RT-PCR based on a single RTase has often been applied to validate the non-co-linear RNA events (30, 33, 34) . However, we demonstrate here that even nonco-linear RNA candidates passing these criteria may still be false positives. By collecting non-co-linear RNA candidates previously identified in four well-known datasets (Figure 1) , we extracted experimentally-verifiable candidates and designed a validation procedure to identify genuine non-colinear RNA events. The validation results, which are summarized in Table 1 , showed that over 50% (7/13) of the tested candidates were in vitro artifacts. Therefore, experimental artifacts comprised a considerable number of each of the four non-co-linear RNA datasets, even those that were supported by multiple types of expressed sequence data ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). Furthermore, a high percentage of candidates that had been previously validated by RT-PCR were still derived from in vitro artifacts ( Figure 1) ; this casts considerable doubt on the authenticity of in silico predicted candidates that have not undergone any experimental validations. We thus emphasize the necessity of carefully confirming whether non-co-linear RNA candidates are genuine through control experiments to eliminate experimental artifacts.
Previously, the presence of (i) canonical splicing signals at non-co-linear junction sites and (ii) fusion boundaries that match the well-annotated exon boundaries was often regarded as measures of confidence for non-co-linear RNAs (25, 34, 40) . However, we have demonstrated that these properties do not guarantee that a PtNcl RNA candidate is genuine. We found that >70% (5/7) of candidates derived from RT-based artifacts contain both canonical splicing signals at their non-co-linear junction sites and fusion boundaries matching the well-annotated exon boundaries (Table 1) . On the other hand, although most of the experimentally-verified PtNcl RNA events possess the aforementioned properties, the fusion boundary of one genuine PtNcl (CDR1as) does not match the well-annotated exon boundary (Table 1) . These results underscore the ef- fectiveness of our validation pipeline, suggesting that the pipeline is an essential procedure for screening out in vitro artifacts when detecting PtNcl RNAs. Another interesting finding is that a gene transcript can manifest as both trans-splicing and circular forms, and these can arise from the same non-co-linear junction site. Thus, all PtNcl transcripts can be divided into three categories: those that result from trans-splicing events alone; those that result from both trans-splicing and circular RNA events; and those that result from circular RNA events alone. It is worth noting that the splicing types of the PtNcl RNA events described here were not only conserved in multiple human ESC lines (Figure 4 ), but also in multiple rhesus macaque and mouse ESC lines ( Figure 5 ). The observed conservation of PtNcl splicing forms across species suggests that the trans-splicing and circular forms of a gene may have differential roles in pluripotent stem cells.
Moreover, of the six experimentally-confirmed PtNcl RNA events, four are evolutionarily conserved across mammals (human, rhesus macaque and mouse) and two are present in primates only (human and rhesus macaque).
Alignment of the six events against the entire NCBI EST database revealed that PFAAP5 E6-E3 and LARP1B E4-E2 are further supported by both sheep and dog ESTs (Supplementary Figure S3 ). These results suggest that PtNcl RNA events may play a lineage-specific role in primate/mammal transcriptome evolution. It has also been shown that nonco-linear forms may differ functionally from their corresponding co-linear forms, even if the latter is just a source for the former (9) , suggesting that such a PtNcl splicing strategy is biologically advantageous. The PtNcl splicing strategy may provide an evolutionary advantage to complex organisms by introducing additional regulators of gene expression (e.g. CDR1as can act as a microRNA sponge (14, 15) ), so as to increase the plasticity of transcriptome. In addition, a striking example of trans-splicing, JAZF1-JJAZ1, was previously suggested to be a precondition for genetic rearrangement (1, 49) ; this implies that PtNcl splicing may also enable the generation of variants at a relatively low evolutionary cost, as the source gene is retained in the wider population.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42, No. 14 9421 All six validated PtNcl RNA events were verified not only in multiple tissues/cell lines of human (including 10 types of human normal tissue and three types of human ESC line; see Figures 2 and 4) , but also in rhesus macaque and mouse (multiple types of rhesus macaque and mouse ESC line; Figure 5 ). It seems unlikely that somatic recombination events would simultaneously occur in multiple biological samples and across different species (27) , and we thus propose that these six non-co-linear transcripts are not the product of genomic rearrangements. To confirm this hypothesis, we captured and sequenced the exonic regions of human ESC line H9, and measured the read depths of the non-co-linear exon pairs of the PtNcl RNA events. CDR1as has been previously confirmed to be a circular RNA event (13-15) ; we therefore examined the possibility of genomic rearrangement origins for the five other PtNcl RNA events (i.e. C19orf2 E10-E3, UBAP2 E10-E5, MAN1A2 E5-E2, LARP1B E4-E2 and PFAAP5 E6-E3) by comparing read depths between their corresponding nonco-linear exon pairs. If an observed non-co-linear exon pair is subject to a genomic rearrangement event, the relative ratio of read-depth of 3 end exon to that of 5 end exon (e.g. the ratio of read-depth of Exon 3 to that of Exon 10 for C19orf2 E10-E3) should correspond to a 2-fold change. However, the relative ratios of the exon pairs for the five non-co-linear transcript events are all considerably <2 (Supplementary Table S2 ), further supporting that these events are not genomic rearrangements.
It is also important to note that C19orf2 E10-E3, which was confirmed to exist in only a trans-splicing form in human, rhesus macaque and mouse ESCs in this study (Figures 4 and 5) , was predicted in silico to be a circular RNA in HEK293 cells in a previous study (14) . Two possible scenarios may account for this discrepancy. First, the splicing type of C19orf2 E10-E3 may be cell type-dependent. Second, the in silico prediction may be incorrect, and the non-co-linear RNA product may indeed be derived from a trans-splicing event. We addressed this question by showing that C19orf2 E10-E3 RNA from HEK293 cells was degraded by RNase R treatment (Supplementary Figure S4) , eliminating the possibility that C19orf2 E10-E3 exists in a circular form in the HEK293 line. In addition, C19orf2 E10-E3 has been previously confirmed to be polyadenlyated through sequencing from oligo-dT primed templates (34) . We thus conclude that the second possibility is more likely. The above results also indicate that an observed intragenic PtNcl RNA product may arise from trans-splicing and/or back-splicing in cis, highlighting the importance of distinguishing between these two PtNcl splicing forms.
Although trans-splicing can occur within a single gene or between different genes (1,50), we did not experimentally verify any trans-spliced RNAs transcribed from multiple genes in this study (Table 1) . This is consistent with the earlier reports that intragenic splicing is more common than intergenic splicing, and that the majority of observed intergenic trans-splicing candidates are, in fact, experimental artifacts (9, 27) . A possible explanation is that intragenic splicing within a single gene results in a higher local concentration of transcripts than intergenic splicing between different genes. Therefore, trans-splicing, which couples different pre-mRNAs, is more likely to occur within the same gene than between two or more separate genes. In this study, we focused purely on PtNcl transcripts arising from transsplicing or back-splicing in cis. However, trans-splicing can also occur in a co-linear fashion, with trans-spliced RNAs being generated from different alleles or opposite strands of the same gene; the best-known examples of this type are lola and mod(mdg4) in Drosophila (51, 52) . Therefore, there are four possible types of intragenic splicing: (1) cissplicing in a co-linear form; (2) cis-splicing in a non-colinear form; (3) trans-splicing in a co-linear form and (4) trans-splicing in a non-co-linear form (examples are provided in Figure 6 ; Cases 1-4, respectively). Although the co-linearly cis-splicing form (Case 1) is generally regarded as the main path of RNA processing from primary to mature RNA molecules (1), the other three types of splicing (Cases 2-4) provide a higher level of flexibility for segmentation of genomic information in an RNA context. These varied types of splicing thus provide an alternative way to increase the complexity of transcriptomes (or even proteomes (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) ) and processing machinery, and appear to be more complicated than previously anticipated.
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